**Did J.F.K. Really Commit Suicide?**

Of course not, but it's about the only theory that doesn't turn up in a fusillade of best-selling books on the assassination.

---

**History**

If you think Amontillado has lost its creative edge, that its citizens can no longer derive satisfaction from delving into the gothic, then you have never read The Cask of Amontillado. This novel, which has recently been published in the U.S., where it joined two pseudo-sequels, The Theft of the Elephant by Jim Gorman and Cregger's Storm, both of which inspired Oscar Student's first book, has added a new twist to the old theme of the best-selling book.

The secret address to the shocking surprise is the Cask of Amontillado, written by Charles A. Cregger. The book is the first novel to be written by a doctor who was part of the Portland General Hospital's team that saved President John F. Kennedy from a near-fatal head injury.

Cregger's novel reveals how the president was struck down by a bullet at the 1963 inaugural ball in Washington, D.C. The book is a sequel to Cregger's previous work, The Theft of the Elephant, and follows the adventures of Dr. James Wrenn, a neurosurgeon at Harvard Medical School, as he tries to save the life of the president.

---

**The CIA or Secret Service?**

The CIA or Secret Service? is a book that explores the relationship between the two agencies and their roles in protecting the President of the United States. The book delves into the often-secretive world of presidential security and examines the complex web of decisions and strategies that go into ensuring the safety of the president.

---

**The Mob or...**

The Mob or... is a book that examines the complex relationship between the organized crime families and the government. The book explores the history of the Mob and its influence on American society, as well as the efforts of the government to bring it to justice.

---

**The CIA or Oswald?**

The CIA or Oswald? is a book that explores the role of the Central Intelligence Agency in the assassination of John F. Kennedy. The book examines the allegations and theories surrounding the assassination, including the possibility that Oswald was a CIA operative.

---

**The CIA or JFK?**

The CIA or JFK? is a book that explores the relationship between the Central Intelligence Agency and the Kennedy administration. The book examines the allegations and theories surrounding the CIA's involvement in the Kennedy administration, including the possibility that the CIA was involved in the assassination of JFK.